Plum Garden Village Quilt
(PlumGarden Autumn 2019)

This charming quilt is easier to make than it seems, creating a bright and fresh quilt. Decorative extras in the form of patterned buttons and sweet little appliquéd bees add a special touch.

Materials

- Fabric 1: fat eighth – Duck Nest plum (100198)
- Fabric 2: fat eighth – Berry Jam peach (130056)
- Fabric 3: fat eighth – Windflower red (100185)
- Fabric 4: fat eighth – Brownie Stripe plum (130070)
- Fabric 5: fat eighth – Spongecake Stripe teal (130066)
- Fabric 6: fat eighth – Teardrop plum (100196)
- Fabric 7: fat eighth – Flower Confetti sand (100184)
- Fabric 8: fat eighth – Windflower lavender (100200)
- Fabric 9: fat eighth – Autumn Bouquet peach (100182)
- Fabric 10: fat eighth – Flower Confetti plum (100199)
- Fabric 11: fat eighth – Scone Stripe teal (130064)
- Fabric 12: fat eighth – Plum Dot dove white (130059)
- Fabric 13: fat eighth – Duck Nest peach (100183)
- Fabric 14: fat eighth – Berry Jam plum (130055)
- Fabric 15: fat eighth – Autumn Bouquet lavender (100197)
- Fabric 16: fat eighth – Teardrop peach (100181)
- Fabric 17: fat eighth – Duck Nest blueberry (100193)
- Fabric 18: ⅝yd (60cm) – Biscotti Plaid teal (130065)
- Fabric 19: fat eighth – Flower Confetti nutmeg (100189)
- Fabric 20: fat eighth – Berry Jam wicker (130058)
- Fabric 21: fat eighth – Windflower blueberry (100195)
- Fabric 22: fat eighth – Teardrop nutmeg (100186)
- Fabric 23: fat eighth – Autumn Bouquet blue (100187)
- Fabric 24: fat eighth – Duck Nest nutmeg (100188)
- Fabric 25: fat eighth – Flower Confetti blue (100194)
- Fabric 26: fat eighth – Teardrop blueberry (100191)
- Fabric 27: fat eighth – Berry Jam blue (130057)
- Fabric 28: fat eighth – Windflower nutmeg (100190)
- Fabric 29: fat eighth – Autumn Bouquet teal (100192)
- Fabric 30: fat eighth – Plum Dot nutmeg (130060)
- Fabric 31: ¼yd (25cm) – Berry Jam teal (130054)
- Fabric 32: 3in (7.6cm) square – Macaron Plaid blue (130063)
- Fabric 33: 1¾yd (1.25m) – Solid dove white (120001)
- Backing fabric 3¾yd (3m)
- Wadding (batting) 59in x 71in (150cm x 180cm)
- Binding fabric ½yd (50cm) – Berry Jam peach (130056)
- Embroidery cotton (floss) in medium brown or grey for embroidering bee trails (if required, see Step 19)
- Two packs of Tilda ¾in (20mm) buttons (400025) and two packs of ⅜in (17mm) buttons (400024)

Finished Size
50in x 62½in (127cm x 159cm)